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About This Game

Congratulations! We are delighted to welcome you to the Grand Academy for Future Villains, the world's finest evil preparatory
school, where unimaginable power begins with a world-class education!

The Grand Academy for Future Villains is a hilarious 200,000-word interactive novel by Katherine Nehring, where your choices
control the story. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Looking for a career as an evil overlord? A mad scientist? A megavillain, a wicked witch, a final boss? You’re not going to get
there without hard work, dedication, and thorough education. In the space between worlds, between genres, beyond time and

space itself, the Grand Academy for Future Villains trains the bad guys that every good story needs.

You, our hero--or our villain, rather--will arrive at the Academy ready to learn, but you'll quickly discover that there’s so much
more to villain school than getting good grades. As you navigate the school year, you’ll have the opportunity to:

 Secure an internship with a prestigious heartless corporation or megalomaniacal dictator

 Seduce a hero to the dark side (Attention students: do NOT allow yourself to be seduced by the forces of good!)

 Put in the extra hours at the lab to become an actual monster.
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 Pledge your family’s secret society and become worthy of--or defy--the grand destiny your family has mapped out for
you.

 Pay off your student loans (in the blood of your enemies, if necessary).

 Find true love, deadly rivalry, or both at the same time with your fellow students.

 Save your alma mater, take it over, betray it, or drop out in a blaze of glory.

Our alumni have gone on to dominate worlds, conquer galaxies, break hearts, and succumb to the creeping darkness in their
souls. The choices that you make at our school will determine whether you join their illustrious company.

Enroll today!
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A lovely game has lots of fun. i hope they publish next gen soon.. It's a fun and short game, and really funny to watch friends
crawl around in the floor. Some of the objects were a bit buggy, but nothing gamebreaking. Definitely worth the price.. Picked
this up as I've wanted to see what a football game would be like in VR, the only one I've tried before was an old demo on my
DK1 with Kinect hooked up to my PC where you got to take penaltys and it was decent for what it was but pretty simple and
basic.

While in this game it's only headers and not full football it's still great fun. For the most part the ball reacts to your headers as
you'd expect, you can put some force into it or just do a gentle nod for targets that are low down. I've even tried jumping up for
a few headers and it worked, although I can see that ending badly for my ceiling.

Plenty of different levels too and seems like plenty to keep you going for a while. I'd have loved to have the option to be trying
to win headers in an actual game and trying to beat a keeper but that's a minor niggle. You'll also probably do what I do
everytime the ball bounces back and automatically try and kick it...additional sensors for your feet can't come soon enough.. Fun
and simple dungeon crawler; there are several different classes available, so the gameplay style changes enough to keep it
interesting. The combat and layouts are classic, and it's skill to see how long you survive. There are not achievements, but there
are tropies you can collect, and you can also share your "tombstone" when a beloved hero finally succumbs to the minions. :P

Overall, definitely an entertaining game for the price :D. Had a blast playing football. The graphics are great while playing
soccer but I feel like the entire city needs a overhaul. More content is very badly needed. But I get the city flare in some parts of
the city. In other parts I feel lost so maybe decreasing the size of the world and marker points with info would be helpful. I can
see alot of parts where time and dedication were put into this early access title. Looking forward to the next update. I don't know
if the game is bad or I just suck,but for sure it becomes repetitive and boring quite fast.. This football game brings back
memories of Front Page Sports 98.
It had a complete franchise system so much better than any madden.
I think Axis will be made into the best PC football game ever given more updates. Minimized is a retro pixel minimalist ripoff
of iD Software's Wolfenstein game from the 1990's. The game does not surpass any game from over 25 years ago. It's important
for game developers to begin to understand that video gaming is not a static medium like illustration, or novel writing, it grows
as the technology improves, and must keep pace with that.

Following on from the derivative, shameless ripoff from the 1990's, under Windows 10 the controls don't work properly (mouse
movement locks the controls out), rendering the game unplayable. This is a common issue which means the developers haven't
properly tested the game.

I cannot recommend anyone spends $4 on an unplayble Wolfenstein ripoff, when the original is free and plays better.
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I've been on steam for around 8 Years and i've never written a review, but this game was so nicei just had to, here it is:

Very nice game 10/10.

:). First of all, these reveiwers saying this is not "Reversi" but actually "Othello" I have no idea what they are talking about. I've
been playing Reversi\/Othello for a long time, as well as have been researching board and card games, and I have never
encountered a version that didn't start with four pieces in the center, and I've always found "Reversi" and "Othello" used
interchangeably. But games like this are old and acquire many rules over time. Who can really say, and does it really matter that
much?

Now, as for the game itself, don't buy it unless it's on a pretty heavy sale. I waited until it fell down to about $3, and had I paid a
dime more than that I'd have been pretty upset. While functional it lacks polish. Only two varieties of pieces, no varieties of
boards or backgrounds. The background music is annoying with no other options. The sound effects are grating. Seems like
small stuff, but they are all things that should be present for $10 whole wing-wangs. In 3-D mode the pieces flip over in a very
satisfying way, but if you make a large capture the computer goes immediately after while your pieces are still flipping. And if
you make a large capture, and the computer makes a large capture, your first pieces could be flipping back before your captured
pieces are finished turning over. I find it to be incredibly annoying.

All of these seems like small complaints and they are, but to be charging $10 I'd expect a lot more. I'd expect a lot more
especially when you can just google "Reversi" or "Othello" and find a low tech flash version on a website and play for free. So
save your $10 and put it towards a real Othello\/Reversi board you can buy at any Toys'R'us.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
booorinngggg. Even more ways to battle it out against the cast.. GG with friends but pretty boring alone.. Loved this game. Is
actually much better designed than most of the classic adventure games. Puzzles mostly make sense and are not too abstract.
Clearly made with a love of classic Sierra games in mind.. It was nice and relaxing. As one who is suffering from cancer and
chemotherapy, relaxation and getting away from it all is what I seek often. Fatigue keeps me from doing much adventuring or
action games.

With that said, I have only three requests at this time for the developer. They probably already have these in mind but just in
case:

The ability to delete an object. There might be a way but I haven't found it. I put the wrong window type in and couldn't get rid
of it, so I just placed it out of the way.

Windows that you can see through without the blurriness. I was building a small cabin on a hill overlooking the ocean and the
window panes are blurry.

Lastly, a way to save the island so that we can come back and work on our construction some more.

If some of these have been addressed, I apologize in advance. I enjoy just wandering around and exploring too so the game is
well worth the cost for me.. Its a good game, i love the realism in it.
You really feel how a normal day in a soldiers life is, and the blood features made it especially realistic.
4\/5 from me :). Sid Meier's Civilization V - Wonders of the Ancient World

This is a minor DLC. I got it to have a game were its a race to build wonders and controls all wonders. Its a fun game but its
expensive at $5.49.. Realms of Arkadia series does a great job turning a pen and paper Rpg into a video game. If you're into
P&P RPG this game and series is a must have. If you want HD graghics and intense 3D battles with fast and furious leveling and
rewards this is not for you. What you do get is a challenging game with a high sense of accomplishment.

Other games of the time did not go into the game management required by the Realms of Arkadia. Just covering the basic needs
of food and water can be difficult if you don't select the right characters and skills. You must then place points into your skills
when leveling or allow the computer to do it for you but not always getting logical reulults. With improperly placed skill points
some skills will never be successful.

Not to mention casting spells. Of the 5 different magic using types each have their own strengths and weaknesses in spell
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casting. If you don't plan ahead some spells will remain unavailable or extremely difficult to cast, depending on spell strength,
and Attribute score. which is also new to video games as most if not all games before simply required you to have enough spell
points to successfully cast.

In other words, challenges that other games did not have and alot still don't.

Being able to replay a game is a major bonus as you can try different characters to receive different starting skills and spells.
You can then place points differently and at the end of the game have completely different characters. Another bonus is being
able to use these characters throughout the entire series of games.

Even if you don't like the video game you can print out the manual and sit down with friends and have a great time rolling dice
and complaining how the game master hates you. Even if you do like the game it's always fun complaining how the GM hates
you.
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